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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
I issued an Opinion and Award on December 12,
2019 which decided the merits of the dispute
between the parties.

The parties agreed to

bifurcate the case to permit a decision on the
merits before addressing any possible remedies.

I

directed the parties to meet, discuss and negotiate
over appropriate remedies.

The parties' efforts to

reach agreement on appropriate remedies were
unsuccessful.

I held a Zoom hearing on Thursday

and Friday, November 12 and 13, 2020.
session was transcribed.

The Friday

Both parties had the

opportunity to examine and cross-examine witnesses,
as well as present documentary evidence in support
of their respective positions.

The parties

submitted timely post-hearing briefs, which I
received on approximately February 1, 2021.
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ISSUES
The parties were unable to agree upon a

statement of the issue(s).

I find that the issue

is what are the appropriate remedies for the unfair
labor practice (ULP) committed by the Agency and
the violation by the Agency of Article 2, Section
2.C of the 2010/2015 Collective Bargaining
Agreement (CBA}?

FACTS
I found in my Opinion and Award on the merits
that the National Treasury Employees Union (Union
or NTEU) carried its burden to prove that the
United States Department of Health and Human
Services (Agency or HHS) committed a ULP and
violated the parties' CBA.

When HHS implemented

the April 1, 2019 Federal Service Impasses Panel
(FSIP) Order covering 19 contract provisions before
a complete successor collective bargaining
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agreement was in place, I held it committed the
above referenced violations.

My Opinion and Award

on the merits will not be revisited herein.
The purpose of the November 12 and 13 hearing
was to provide the parties an opportunity to
present evidence and to argue for or against
specific remedies.

The NTEU representative made it

clear that the Union was well aware of its burden
in seeking remedies.

The representative stated at

page 24 of the November 13 transcript:
So at this hearing, it is my burden to show by
preponderance of the evidence that employees have
been affected by the Agency's unwarranted personnel
actions in this case. And if there is a causal link
between that and the remedy we're seeking to make
employees whole.
The Union requested that I order a status quo
ante remedy to return the parties to where they
were before the Agency prematurely implemented the
FSIP Order.

The NTEU set out in its brief the

Union's arguments and requests for each of the
2010/2015 CBA articles it contended were affected
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by the premature implementation of the FSIP Order.
Each shall be addressed separately below.

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
Article 5 - Employees Rights

NTEU identified Article 5 - Employees Rights as
having been violated.

The FSIP Order eliminated

Section 12 which provided that employees would
generally not be required to submit to a polygraph
examination and would not be disciplined for
refusing to submit to one.
The Union requested that the Agency be ordered
to rescind any disciplinary actions taken for
failure to take polygraph examinations and to award
back pay to any employees who lost such as a result
of disciplines imposed.

The Union failed to

identify any employee who was required to take a
polygraph examination in violation of Article 5,
Section 12.
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I find that the NTEU did not meet its burden to
prove by preponderant evidence that Article 5,
Section 12 was violated.

In the absence of

evidence that any employee was required to take a
polygraph examination, I find that there is no
remedy required.
Article 7 - Union Rights
NTEU complained that the FSIP Order eliminated
the two (2) days advance notice to the Union before
conducting a formal meeting with employees and the
requirement to submit to the Union a copy of
settlement agreements entered into between
It noted that the Agency

employees and the Agency.

conducted many formal meetings with employees in
August and September 2019, wherein telework, annual
leave and other working conditions affected by the

FSIP Order were discussed with employees.
NTEU Assistant Counsel Peyton Diotalevi
testified that the HHS failed to provide the two
(2) days advance notice.

She also testified that
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she filed a grievance contesting the failure, and
that the grievance is being held in abeyance
pending the outcome of the present case.
The NTEU requested that the Agency be ordered
to reconvene those meetings, at the Union's
election.

I see no compelling reason to issue such

an order.

The meetings occurred almost a year and

a half ago.

The substance of the meetings covered

matters that were found to have been prematurely
implemented.

There is no reason to waste

government time and other resources to meet again.
I do find it appropriate to order HHS to comply
with the two (2) days advance notice of formal
meetings going forward, until such time that a
complete successor collective bargaining agreement
is agreed upon and implemented.
The Union failed to identify any settlement
agreement reached between the Agency and an
employee that should have been forwarded to the
Union for review.

The Union also did not complain
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that it requested such information from the HHS and
that the request was ignored or denied.

I find

that the NTEU did not carry its burden to prove by
preponderant evidence that the HHS failed to
forward a settlement agreement it should have
forwarded under Article 7.
Article 9 - Union Office Space and Use of Agency
Equipment
The HHS notified the national NTEU that it
would begin charging local NTEU Chapters rent for
the office spaces they occupied on Agency premises.
HHS identified 20 such offices and set out a range

of rents based on the square footages occupied.
NTEU established that four (4) local chapters
(Chapters 230, 250, 282 and 290) paid rent under
protest.

The Union requested that the Agency return all
uncashed 1 rental checks and/or reimburse local
chapters for rent payments made.

While the Union

evidence only established that four (4) offices
1

The evidence established that some rental checks were not cashed by the Agency.
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made rent payments, the demand for rent was made to
20 local chapters.
I find that the Union carried its burden of
proof by preponderant evidence that local chapters
were harmed by the Agency's premature
implementation of the FSIP Order which was in
conflict with Article 9.

HHS is ordered to return

or reimburse rent payments made by the four (4)
identified local chapters, as well as any other
local chapters similarly situated.
Article 10

Official Time

NTEU Assistant Counsel Cassia Pangas testified
that for over six (6) years she has represented
certain NTEU local chapters.

She was in

communication with NTEU Chapter 250 President April

Goggans concerning the Agency's denial of Goggans'
official time request.

The Union introduced an

email chain between Goggans and her supervisor
wherein the supervisor denied Goggans' request for
official time from May 28, 2019 through June 6,
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2019, unless the time was going to be used
consistent with the FSIP Order.

Pangas did not

testify about the email chain did not reveal how
the requested time was going to be used.
I find that the Union established that HHS
applied the FSIP Order to Goggans' request to use
official time.

To the extent that Goggans used

annual leave, leave without pay or other leave that
negatively impacted her personal account to perform
Union duties that would/should have been approved
under the 2010/2015 CBA, I direct the Agency to
reimburse Goggans to make her whole.
In the email chain Goggans wrote that her
overtime does not need approval per an arbitrator's
decision.

There is no other information in the

record about overtime or an arbitrator's decision
affecting overtime.

I am unable to make any

finding concerning Goggans' overtime.
NTEU Chapter 210 Steward and Vice-President
Joann Walter-Salvatierra testified that her
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supervisor denied her official time request to
prepare for a grievance meeting.

She was granted

official time to attend the meeting.

Salvatierra

stated that she used two (2) hours of annual leave
to prepare for the grievance meeting.

I find that

the Agency should have granted official time to
prepare for the grievance meeting under the
2010/2015 CBA.

I direct the HHS to restore the two

(2) hours of annual leave Salvatierra used to
prepare for the grievance meeting.
Mr. Weston Szymanski is the President of NTEU
Chapter 288.

He testified that he requested 40

hours of official time to attend the annual NTEU
Legislative Conference from March 2, 2020 through
March 6, 2020.

His supervisor denied his request.

Szymanski stated that he had attended the
conference in prior years, and his requests to use
official time had been approved.

Szymanski

testified that he attended the 2020 conference and
used 40 hours of annual leave to do so.
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The Union relied upon Article 10, Section
6.B.16 of the CBA as support for its contention

that Szymanski was entitled to use 40 hours of
official time to attend the 2020 Legislative
Conference.

Section 6.B.16 provides that NTEU

representatives shall be granted official time to
meet and confer with Congress on matters concerning
bargaining unit employees' conditions of
employment.

The Union requested information on official
time denials.

In response HHS identified NTEU

Chapter 250 Steward Sheila Celentano as having been

denied 20 hours of official time to attend the 2020
NTEU Legislative Conference.
Other than the Szymanski and Celentano denials,
there is no other information in the record

pertaining to what time was used by Union
representatives to attend the 2020 conference.
Szymanski's testimony is the only evidence as to
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what kind of time was used to attend these
conferences in prior years.
There are at least a few possibilities here.
Szymanski and Celentano could have been the only
Union representatives to ask for official time
whose requests were denied.

All the other requests

for official time might have been approved.

They

also could have been the only ones who asked, with
all the others using their own leave to attend.
The language of Section 6.B.16 on its face does
not strongly support the Union's contention that
attendance at NTEU Legislative Conferences falls
within its parameters.
and insufficient.

The record is incomplete

On the evidence in this record,

I decline to find that the denial of official time
requests by �zymanski and Celentano violated the
2010/2015 CBA.
In response to the Union's information request,
the HHS identified NTEU Steward David Harper as
having been denied seven (7) hours of official time
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between June 20, 2019 and September 12, 2019.

HHS

identified NTEU Steward Devonaline Horne as being
denied one (1) hour of official time on June 25,
2019.

The Agency also denied NTEU Steward Sheena

Gaskill two (2) hours of official time on June 27,
2019.

The reasons for the denials were not stated,

nor does the record indicate what the requests were
for.
I direct the HHS to follow the 2010/2015 CBA in
reviewing and deciding whether or not Harper, Horne
and Gaskill should have been granted official time
in connection with their above referenced requests.
Should that review reveal entitlement under the
2010/2015 CBA to official time, any personal leave
used by those three (3) employees in lieu of
wrongly denied official time shall be restored to

those employees.

Should the Agency decide that

official time was not authorized under the
2010/2015 CBA, it shall provide to the Union its
reasons as to why.
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The evidence established that NTEU Chapter
Stewards Corey Zoerb and Jeremy Pullano were denied
official time to travel to and attend NTEU training
from March 24, 2020 through March 26, 2020.

The

2010/2015 CBA provides for the use of official time
for such training.

I direct the HHS to restore any

personal leave taken by Zoerb and Pullano to attend
the training.
The Union established at the hearing on the
merits that Gaskill's request to use official time
in May 2019 should have been approved under the
2010/2015 CBA.

I direct that any personal leave

used by Gaskill in May 2019 to perform Union
representational duties which should have been
approved as official time under the 2010/2015 CBA
be restored to her.
The Union established at the hearing on the
merits that Horne's request to use official time on
June 25, 2019 should have been approved under the
2010/2015 CBA.

I direct that any personal leave
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used by Horne on June 25, 2019 to perform Union
representational duties which should have been
approved as official time under the 2010/2015 CBA
be restored to her.
The Union established that the 2010/2015 CBA
provided for certain Union officials in the local
chapters to use 100% official time for NTEU
representational duties.

The FSIP Order eliminated

100% official time for Union representatives.

The

evidence established that the HHS implemented that
FSIP Order.

NTEU representatives were denied the

benefit of 100% official time in some situations,
and denied the benefit of 50% official time in
other situations.
I direct HHS to follow the 2010/2015 CBA, and
not the FSIP Order 2 with respect to the use of
official time.

I direct HHS to restore NTEU

representatives to 100% or 50% official time as
provided by the 2010/2015 CBA.
2

I further direct

Until such time that it can legally implement the FSIP Order. I note that all the remedies directed
throughout this Opinion and Award are temporary. When the FSTP Order can legally be implemented by
the HHS, HHS will be free to make the changes it desires to make, not withstanding the temporary relief
provided herein.
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HHS to restore any personal leave taken by NTEU
representatives to perform representational duties
during the periods when they should have been on
100% or 50% official time under the 2010/2015 CBA.
If any leave without pay was taken to perform
representational duties, the NTEU representatives
who took such leave shall be paid back pay with
interest.
NTEU further requested that I direct the Agency
to reimburse any steward or chapter who incurred
local travel expenses in connection with
representational duties.

There was no evidence

introduced that any such expenses were incurred.
In the absence of any such evidence, I decline to
order the Agency to do anything with respect to
travel expenses.
Article 13

New Employee Orientation

Article 13, Section 1.C provides NTEU the right
to meet for 20 minutes with any newly hired
bargaining unit employee who did not attend new
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employee orientation or contract training within
the first two (2) weeks of employment.

The Union

asked to be given the opportunity to meet with each
such employee for 20 minutes.
The Union failed to identify the existence of
any such employee.

Nor did it introduce evidence

that it requested such information from the Agency
which was ignored or denied.

In the absence of any

evidence that there are such employees, I decline
the union's request.
Articles 15 and 16 - Annual and Sick Leave
The FSIP Order adopted the Agency's proposals
to restrict the use of annual leave from November
through January and to require notification to the
employee's supervisor within half an hour of the
start of the tour of duty when an employee was
sick.

NTEU Chapter 282 President Shawnee Swinton

testified at the hearing on the merits that she
attended a meeting on September 3, 2019, wherein
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employees were advised that the FSIP requirements
were being implemented.
NTEU did not identify any employee who was
affected by the implementation of the FSIP Order.
The record does not identify any employee who took
leave without pay in lieu of available annual leave
or who forfeited annual leave.

There is also no

evidence that the Union requested such information
from the HHS which was ignored or denied.
In the absence of any such evidence, I decline
to order the Agency to do anything with respect to
its past announcement of the implementation of the
FSIP Order.

However, I do direct the HHS to

rescind its announced implementation of the FSIP

Order with respect to annual and sick leave.

I

direct the HHS to follow the 2010/2015 CBA
provisions on annual and sick leave.
Article 7 - Telework
NTEU established that the HHS implemented the
FSIP Order which had an adverse affect on
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bargaining unit employees' telework schedules in
the HHS Administration for Families and Children
(AFC) and in the HHS Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration (SAMHSA).

Pangas

filed a grievance over the changes in the SAMHSA
employees' telework schedules.

Diotalevi filed a

grievance over the changes in the AFC employees'
telework schedules.

They testified that those

grievances are being held in abeyance pending the
outcome of this arbitration case.
The Union requested that the employees in the
AFC and the SAMHSA be returned to the telework
schedules in effect prior to the Agency's
implementation of the FSIP Order.
an appropriate remedy.

I find that is

I direct the HHS to return

AFC and SAMHSA employees to the telework schedules
that were in effect prior to the implementation of
the FSIP Order.
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Article 27 - Awards
When the Agency implemented the FSIP Order it
imposed new and different terms for how awards were
to be determined which were inconsistent with
Article 27 of the 2010/2015 CBA.

Implementation of

the FSIP Order eliminated: awards pool funding
parity between bargaining unit employees and non
bargaining unit employees; awards salary payment
percentages; labor-management awards committees;
and the requirement that at least 15% of the awards
pool go to incentive awards.
The Agency's failure to follow Article 27 of
the 2010/2015 CBA for determining awards impacted
an unknown number of employees.

Some employees

likely either received or did not receive awards
had Article 27 been followed.

Some employees

likely received more or less award money had
Article 27 been followed.
I direct the Agency to follow Article 27 of the
2010/2015 CBA in determining awards for 2019 and
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subsequent years.

This directive requires that the

HHS revisit the awards it made for 2019.

The 2019

awards should be based on all the requirements of
Article 27.
If the Agency's recalculation of who should get
awards and how much those awards should be, results
in back pay payable to certain employees those
employees shall receive back pay with interest.

If

the Agency's recalculation of who should get awards
and how much those awards should be, results in
certain employees receiving awards or amounts of
awards that they should not have received the HHS
can decide whether or not to seek reimbursement
from those employees.
Article 30 - Performance Appraisals
The FSIP Order changed the Article 30 2010/2015
CBA provisions for performance evaluations.

It

eliminated: the requirement to consider extenuating
circumstances beyond an employee's control; the
requirement to consider lack of resources and lack
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of training; the requirement to conduct mid-year
progress reviews; and the requirement to not view
collateral duties and Union representational duties
as negative factors.

The NTEU asserted that the

above changes harmed employees.
The Union failed to introduce any evidence in
support of its contention that the above changes
harmed employees.

Unlike the awards situation

discussed above where employees, the Union and the
Agency did not know and could not know which
employees were harmed, here the harm would have

been apparent to employees and the Union.
It is difficult to believe that a Union
official who received an evaluation which
referenced his/her representational duties in a
negative manner would not have brought that to the
attention of higher up Union officials.

Surely the

NTEU would have filed a grievance over such an
occurrence.

The Union failed to introduce into

evidence any grievance filed by it or any employees
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which raised any complaints about how an employee's
evaluation was negatively affected by any of the
changes which occurred from the implementation of
the FSIP Order.

The Union also failed to introduce

the testimony of even one (1) employee whose
performance evaluation was allegedly negatively
affected by the changes brought about by the
implementation of the FSIP Order.
I find the NTEU did not establish that any
employee was harmed by the implementation of the
FSIP Order.

There can be speculation as to how an

employee was harmed, but in the absence of even one
(1) concrete example of an employee being harmed, I
am unwilling to order any remedy.
Article 35

Reassignments

The NTEU asserted that the implementation of
the FSIP Order eliminated all the protections
afforded to employees by Article 35 of the
2010/2015 CBA.

The Union requested that the Agency

be directed to rescind all involuntary
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reassignments made since May 19, 2019, that did not
follow the procedures set out in Article 35.
The Union failed to establish that any
involuntary reassignments were carried out by the
HHS since May 19, 2019.

It apparently did not hear

from any of its members complaining about such a
reassignment.

No grievance was filed.

There is no

evidence that the Union asked the Agency for
information on involuntary reassignments which was
ignored or refused.

No witness testified that

he/she was involuntarily reassigned.
I find the NTEU did not establish that any
employee was harmed by the implementation of the
FSIP Order.

There can be speculation as to how an

employee was harmed, but in the absence of even one
(1) concrete example of an employee being harmed, I
am unwilling to order any remedy.
Article 36 - Merit Promotions
The NTEU asserted that the implementation of
the FSIP Order eliminated many procedures and
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rights afforded to employees by Article 36 of the

2010/2015 CBA.

The Union requested that the Agency

be directed to make whole any employees impacted by
the Agency's failure to follow the procedures set
out in Article 36.

The requested remedy included

retroactive promotions and priority considerations
for employees negatively impacted by implementation

of the FSIP Order.
The Union failed to establish that any
employees were harmed.

It apparently did not hear

from any of its members complaining about being
harmed in the way a promotion action was conducted.
No grievance was filed.

There is no evidence that

the Union asked the Agency for information on
promotion actions which was ignored or refused.
witness testified that he/she was denied a

promotion because the FSIP Order was followed
rather that Article 36.
I find the NTEU did not establish that any
employee was harmed by the implementation of the
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No

above.

The hearing held on remedy was the

appropriate time for the Union to present such
evidence.

It failed to do so.

Article 59 - Peer Review
NTEU contended that Articled 59 was eliminated
Article

by the implementation of the FSIP Order.

59 contains a peer review process in the Food and
Drug Administration for promoting scientists,
engineers and doctors to grades 14 and 15.

The

Union requested that all bargaining unit employees
who would have been entitled to the peer review
process be reevaluated using the peer review
process.

If any employees are found to be entitled

to a promotion, the Union argued that they should
be promoted and paid back pay to the dates they
should have been promoted.
The Union urged me to engage in speculation.
The Union failed to identify even one (1) employee
who was denied the peer review process.
employee was called to testify.
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No such

Apparently no

grievance was filed complaining about a failure to
provide the peer review process.

The Union did not

contend that it requested information from the HHS
that was ignored or denied about any employee
promotions which occurred without using the peer
review process.
Without evidence that there were any employees
denied the peer review process, I decline to grant
any remedy beyond a prospective remedy.

I direct

the Agency to follow the Article 59 peer review
process for any future promotions which come under
its purview.

Requested Make Whole Relief Process
NTEU requested that I order a make whole relief
process to identify bargaining unit employees
entitled to make whole relief and the nature and
specific amounts of such relief.

It stated that it

had provided examples of employees entitled to make
whole relief, but that it was impractical to
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present evidence at the arbitration hearing for
each employee adversely impacted by the Agency's
premature implementation of the FSIP Order.
The Union cited a number of unfair labor
practice cases and arbitration cases where a relief
process was established, after findings were made
on the merits.

There is a big difference here.

The parties requested and agreed that if findings
favorable to the Union were made on the merits,
that I refrain from issuing any remedy to allow the
parties the opportunity to try to agree on
appropriate remedies.

The parties requested that I

retain jurisdiction in case the parties were unable

to agree on the appropriate remedies.

I did that.

I then held a hearing for the specific and only
purpose of determining appropriate remedies.
The requested claims process described by the
Union in its brief is what should have occurred
prior to the hearing that was held on remedy.

The

Union wanted an opportunity to: request information
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from the HHS; to submit a list of employees to HHS
that it claimed were entitled to a make whole
remedy; and to have another hearing before the
undersigned to resolve any remaining disputes over
remedies.

All of that could have and should have

been done before the hearing that was held on
remedies
The Union's representative stated during the
hearing on remedy, "So at this hearing, it is my
burden to show by preponderance of the evidence
that employees have been affected by the Agency's
unwarranted personnel actions in this case. And
there is a causal link between that and the remedy
we're seeking to make employees whole."

NTEU was

able to show some employees were adversely affected
by the premature implementation of the FSIP Order
with respect to certain articles of the 2010/2015
CBA.

The Union failed to establish that any

employees were adversely affected by the
implementation of other aspects of the FSIP Order.
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It would be speculation on my part to assume
there were more employees adversely affected by the
premature implementation of the FSIP Order.

The

Union had the burden to bring forth evidence of
employees adversely affected.

Where the Union did

so, I ordered appropriate relief as discussed
earlier in this Remedy Decision and Award.

Where

the Union failed to do so, I decline the invitation
to speculate or to prolong this matter by setting
up a process which should have occurred before the
hearing on remedy.

Cease and Desist Order and Posting

I found in the Decision and Award on the merits
that the Agency violated 5 U.S.C. Section 7116 (a)
(1) when it unilaterally implemented the April 1,

2019, FSIP Order.

I also found that the HHS

violated Article 2, Section 2.C of the 2010/2015
CBA when it unilaterally implemented the April 1,
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2019, FSIP Order before a complete successor CBA
was agreed upon and implemented.
For the violations found, I order that the HHS
cease and desist from implementing the April 1,

2019, FSIP Order before a complete successor CBA is
in effect.

I further order that the HHS post a

notice informing employees of the violations found
and that the FSIP Order was prematurely

implemented.

I adopt the notice suggested by NTEU

as attachment 4 to its brief.

The current HHS

Secretary or Acting Secretary shall sign the

notice.

It shall remain posted for 60 days.

It

should be posted on all bulletin boards and at all
locations where such notices are routinely posted.

Attorney's Fees
Some of the remedies ordered herein may entitle
NTEO to claim attorney's fees.

I shall retain

jurisdiction to allow NTEU to file a petition for
attorney's fees.

The petition must be filed within
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30 days of the date of this Remedy Decision and
Award.

Should such a petition be filed, the HHS

shall have 30 days from the date the petition is
filed by NTEU to file any opposition to the request
for the payment of attorney's fees.

Effect of Executive Orders
The Agency argued again that the three (3)
Executive Orders issued by former President Trump
early in his term had to be followed by the HHS.

According to the Agency, the parties' CBA was
subject to "an automatic renewal or rollover with
one year extensions."

The HHS contended that once

the Executive Orders were issued and the then
current one (1} year rollover renewal expired, the

Executive Orders became effective to modify
conflicting provisions of the CBA.

The HHS cited

in support of its position a Policy Statement
issued by the FLRA, after my Decision and Award on

the merits. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Office
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of the General Counsel, Decision on Request for
General Statement of Policy or Guidance, 71 FLRA

986 (September 30, 2020) (Policy Statement)
The majority opinion stated that when a
collective bargaining agreement contains a
continuation clause which keeps the current
collective bargaining agreement in force during
renegotiations, it is in effect a new collective
bargaining agreement subject to the requirement
that its provisions conform to government wide
rules and regulations which became effective during
the previous term of the collective bargaining
agreement.

The majority opinion stated that to

allow a continuation provision of unspecified
duration to forestall the application of government
wide rules and regulations would be inconsistent

with how renegotiated and one (1) year rollover
agreements were treated.
The Union argued that Article 2, Section 2C of
the CBA applied.

Section 2C provides that when the
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CBA is opened for renegotiation, the terms of the
CBA remain in effect until a successor agreement is
in place.

According to the NTEU, it reopened

negotiations for a successor agreement in 2015.
contended the reopening means the current CBA was
in effect before the Executive Orders were issued

and remains in effect until the current
negotiations for a successor agreement are

completed and implemented.

The Agency did not

contest the Union's assertions concerning the
history of the reopening of the CBA.
The FLRA majority opinion in the Policy

Statement appears intended to prevent open ended
continuation clauses from preventing the
application of government -wide rules and

regulations indefinitely.

However, the majority

opinion stated that
... the first day of the extension period that is

beyond the originally established, concrete

expiration date, the first day of the extension
period [continuation clause] that is beyond the
original expiration date marks the beginning of a
new term for the agreement under§§ 7114(c) and
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It

7116(a) (7). On that first day of the extension, all
government-wide regulations that became effective
during the previous term of the agreement will,
where applicable, govern the parties immediately by
operation of law...
The Union argued that the first day that the
continuation clause here became effective was in
2015, well before the issuance of the Executive
Orders in question.

According to the Union, the

Policy Statement is inapplicable here because the
Executive Orders in question were not in existence
on the first day the continuation clause was
effective.

This situation appears to expose a flaw

in the majority opinion in that if the first day of
the effect date of the continuation clause marks
the beginning of a new term for the agreement, that
new term would also contain the open ended
continuation clause.
I agree with the NTEU that the language used in
the Policy Statement does not cover the situation
here where the continuation clause in the parties'
CBA was effective prior to the issuance of the
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Executive Orders in question.

What the majority

opinion was apparently attempting to do was not
achieved by the language it used.

That failure

highlights the criticisms set out in the minority

opinion.

Had the FLRA had a concrete case in front

of it with specific contract language and actions
taken by the parties, it would have perhaps been
better able to articulate its reasoning and
conclusions for how continuation clauses should be
reconciled with existing laws and the issuance of
government wide rules and regulations 3 •

Given the conclusions reached herein, there is no reason to address the issue of whether Executive Orders
are considered government wide rules and regulations.

3
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********
AWARD
*********

After carefully considering the testimony of
all the witnesses, the documentary evidence and the
arguments made in the post-hearing briefs, I find
that:
1. The remedies requested by the NTEU are denied in
part and granted in part;
2. The HHS shall forthwith post the requested
Notice for 60 days, as previously set out herein;
3. The HHS shall forthwith pay any money due
employees or NTEU Chapters, as previously set out
herein;
4. The HHS shall forthwith reimburse any personal
leave used by NTEU representatives performing
representational duties which should have been
charged to official time under the CBA;
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5. The HHS shall apply and follow the current CBA
unmodified by the FSIP Order or the Executive
Orders in question until such time that a successor
agreement is reached and implemented.
6. I shall retain jurisdiction to allow NTEU 30
days from the date of this Remedy Opinion and Award
to file a petition for attorney’s fees.

DATED:
____________________
Roger P. Kaplan, Esq.
Arbitrator

Alexandria, Virginia
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